Stock Market Unit
Introduction
The stock market unit can be expanded to take up as much or as little class time as you would
like. Ideally, the students check their stocks weekly at the beginning of class throughout the semester,
but you can skip weeks or use a shorter amount of time. This unit is designed to use the internet website
Yahoo finance, but you could use other websites, or even the newspaper. Since the students are working
on the computers, I have the students work in pairs. I have found that the physical layout of the
computers limits communication if there are more than two people.
On the first class, the lesson plans introduce students to stocks – what they are, how to calculate
the number of shares, how to read a stock table and use the Yahoo finance website. The students will
have $10,000 to invest. They are to pick two companies; they can split the $10,000 however they would
like between the two companies. If you want this unit to be a bigger part of the semester, then they can
pick more than two companies. I found that students can update two companies in about 15 -20 minutes,
and the grade sheets suggested throughout the course reflect this amount of time spent (10 -15 points
each class, after the first class). If students spend more time on stocks, then you’ll want to increase the
points. After the initial setup, the students can sell and buy other stocks as often as you would like. This
can be time consuming, so it will affect the flow of the other units.
On the yahoo finance website, below the stock table, are business articles related to the
company. In an effort to have the students learn a bit about the world of business, the students are to
scan these articles and write, each week, one new statement about something related to their company.
(I check this off in red pencil each week, so I know if they wrote a new one the next class). If you are
able, it would also be interesting to scan Business Weekly or some other business magazine. You may
find articles about the companies your students are following, and could create an interesting worksheet,
or, at least, give the students some additional insight into the company and how the business world
works. (I found a McDonald’s article while waiting at my dentist’s office).
This unit also works well with having a financial planner come in and talk to the students as a
guest speaker. Many adult education programs offer enrichment courses, and often there is a financial
planner teaching some type of finance course. This could be a good place to start (they’ll also have a feel
for the level of your audience). The financial planner I was fortunate enough to find talked to the students
about mutual funds (what they are, and how, unless you know a lot about the market, individual stocks
are risky), and some basic financial literacy issues (how much to budget for rent, car, etc., how to pick
from a menu of 410k options that you could see at a typical workplace, and, how to be very careful with
credit cards). The students commented that she was interesting and worthwhile.

Class #1
The students will learn about what stocks are, how to calculate the number of shares, how to use
the yahoo finance website, and how to set up their graphs. The students graph the price per share each
week. They must set up a scale for the y axis of their graphs. Since we don’t know how the stock will

perform, we will guess that it will not rise or fall by more than 20%. Some students like to use calculators
to figure 20%, and some like to do it in their heads, working from 10%. Be sure the students understand
both ways.
Pass out and go over the “What are Stocks?” handout (this was taken from the internet, but I
don’t remember the website), the “How Many Shares?” worksheet (taken from moneyinstructor.com), and
the “How to Read a Stock Table” handout (also from the internet but don’t remember website). The
students only need to know column 3 (stock name), column 4 (three letter ticker symbol), and column 11
(closing price).
Next, put the students in pairs and explain that they have $10,000 to invest, and must pick 2 (or
more) companies. Talk about different sectors that the students will be familiar with – fast food and
restaurant companies, car companies, retail companies, etc. Explain they will follow their stock
performance throughout the semester. Pass out the papers they will fill out tonight. They are to do one
worksheet (the one that has corporation, symbol, and amount to invest at the top) for each company.
They are also to do a graph of price per share for each company. (This graph comes from Real World
Math Using Cooperative Learning by David and Judith Ellis). Explain that they are to take today’s price
per share and add/subtract 20% to set up their scale (since we don’t know how the stock will perform, we
are guessing it will stay within those limits). You do not want the y scale in difficult, awkward, increments.
Have the students round out their answers and figure ‘easy’ numbers for the scale.
For example, suppose GAP stock was selling for $19.69 per share. Round to $20. 20% of $20 is
$4.00. So put $20 next to the dark, dotted line, and have each line represent $1, so the scale ranges
from $16 - $24. There will be about 3 or 4 lines on the top or bottom that are not used – the students do
not have to use every line on the graph. The idea is to make a quick, easy to use, scale that will show
plus and minus 20%. Lastly, they are to put a dot to show the $19.69 price per share data point at week
0.
The Team Portfolio-Buy is a summary sheet. They are to list each corporation they invested in.
Lastly, pass out the directions to the website. When they are done, pass out the homework.

Sample grade sheet:
Group activities (described in the courseintro file) (10 points) _______
Corporation sheet and graph setup for company #1 (15 points) _______
Corporation sheet and graph setup for company #2 (15 points) _______
Summary sheet (10 points) ______
Total (50 points) ________

Corporation_________________
Date ________

Symbol______

Amount to Invest__________

Price per share ________

Scroll down below the stock chart to where is says Headlines. This section has recent articles about the company.
Write a sentence or two describing three things going on in the company.
1.

2.

3.

Calculations
1. Figure out how many shares you will buy. Round all answers to the nearest hundredth. I must be able to follow
your work.

2. Figure out how to label your graph.
Round the price per share to the nearest $5. _______
Calculate 20% above this rounded number ________. Show your work below.

Calculate 20% below this rounded number _________. Show your work below.

Figure out your scale and label it on your graph.

Show your work.

Go to website http://finance.yahoo.com. Click on the Investing tab at the top. Click on the
Stocks tab at the top. Underlined, near the top of the page it says Symbol Lookup. Click on
this. You can now type in your company name and click on the Look Up button. This will come
up with a list of companies that have similar names. Click on the company you are interested in
and the stock data will appear.

Homework
Name:__________________
You must show all your work to get credit. If you use a calculator you must write down the
calculations you entered.
1. You have $5000 to invest. You want to invest 60% in Walmart and 40% in McDonald’s.
How much money will you invest in Walmart? _______

How much money will you invest in McDonald’s? _________

2. Walmart is trading at $48.31 per share, and McDonald’s is trading at $44.81 per share.
Round your answer to the nearest hundredth.
How many shares of Walmart can you buy?_______

How many shares of McDonald’s can you buy? ______

3. Suppose these companies do not let you purchase partial shares.
How many shares of Walmart can you buy? ______

How many shares of McDonalds can you buy? _______

4. How much money will you have left over? _________

Subsequent Classes

After the first class, the students will use worksheets that also accommodate selling and buying
transactions. In the file ‘weeklystockupdate’ (put in a separate file because it has different margins) is a
chart; they are to fill out one line of the chart each week (leaving the sell/buy columns blank if they did not
do additional trading that week). They are to have one of these charts for each company they invest in.
On the next page down is a worksheet where they can write down something new they learned from the
business articles located below the stock table. They also need one of these for each company. They are
to write down one new item each week.
The page following that is a summary chart; the students are to fill one of these out each week.
The initial investment is $10,000. Notice that at the bottom of the chart they are to sum up their total
investment market value, profit (loss), and % profit (loss). It is the convention in business to write losses
in ( ). The total investment can be calculated by summing the columns, except for the % profit (loss). If a
student has more money invested in one company than another (say $2500 in one company and $7500
in another), the % profit (loss) of the $7500 company has to carry more ‘weight’ than the $2500 company,
so they cannot sum this column. The must take their total profit (loss) and divide it by the $10,000 they
initially invested. Included is a quiz that you could give the students after a few weeks – it does not cover
selling and buying transactions – only graphing and profit/loss calculations.
At the end of the semester, they can compare the %profit(loss) to how much money the $10,000
would have made in a savings account. They can do a simple interest calculation that they learned in the
car buying unit! If the stock market is favorable for that semester, be sure to caution students that
investing in individual stocks if risky, and they could have easily lost money as well.

Company__________

Each week, scan the business articles located below the stock chart and write down a sentence or two
describing something that is going on in the company.

Summary Chart
Date_________
Initial investment___________
Company

Today’s
market value

Profit (loss)
to date

Total
Investment ____________ __________

%
profit/(loss)
to date

___________

If you bought or sold stock:
In a few sentences describe why you chose to
1) sell that particular stock
2) buy that particular stock
3) sell/buy with that particular amount of money

Sell
Amount

Buy
# shares

Amount

# shares

Name:______________
Quiz – Stocks
You must show all your work to get credit!
1. You have $15,000 to invest. You want to invest 25% in Starbucks, 15% in Mobil, and 60% in Toyota.
Starbucks is $44.21 per share, Mobil is $67.18 per share, and Toyota is $38.12 per share. Show many
shares will you buy for each company? Round your answer to the nearest hundredth.
Starbucks:

Mobil:

Toyota:

2. You want to graph the Mobil price per share. You anticipate that the price will not change by more
than plus or minus 15%. Set up a graph scale for Mobil. (note: on next page insert blank graph)

3. When you check the stock prices several weeks later, you find that Starbucks is not $45.21 per share,
Mobil is $65.99 per share, and Toyota is now $38.43 per share. What is your profit(loss) for each
company? Round your answer to the nearest cent.

Starbucks:

Mobil:

Toyota

4. What is your total percent profit(loss) to date? Round your answer to the nearest hundredth.

